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First in Class!

RAINFALL/
SNOWFALL
AT THE VILLAGE
by Marion Deppen
SNOWFALL

RAIN
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Measurements in Inches

Poetry Corner

*Everyone is welcome to the Poetry Group the
3rd Wednesday of every month at 3pm in the Lions Den *

I Am Not Old
by Samantha Reynolds
I am not old...she said
I am rare.
I am the standing ovation
At the end of the play.
I am the retrospective
Of my life as art.
I am the hours
Connected like dots
into good sense
I am the fullness
Of existing.
You think I am waiting to die...
But I am waiting to be found
I am a treasure.
I am a map.
And these wrinkles are
Imprints of my journey
Ask me anything.
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(Subitted by Dee Vogelsong)

THE VILLAGE IS
GETTING CONNECTED
Resident champions were trained on the new Connected
Living System on 6/10. All residents will have an exciting
new way to communicate and engage. Resident champions
will assist the Executive Director and other Village staff with
training their fellow residents. (Champions are Rosalie Dietz,
Paul Jovanis, Chuck Krueger, Paul O’Hern, Carol & Gene
Wengerd and Brian Witmer)

Stunning rainbow
captured after a storm.
Submitted by Pat House

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
The VPS band, Sentimental Journey, just gets better and
better and continues to “grow” to include more talented
residents. June’s special guest performance was Betsy Taylor,
singing Mood Indigo by Ella Fitzgerald. Amazing!

MEET AMBER LINEAWEAVER
Meet Amber
Lineaweaver!

I was born and raised in
Pennsylvania and have
always considered it my
home. With that being
said, State College is still
new to me, I came here
to live with my brother and find my own way in
the world. It’s lead to a lot of self discovery and
important changes in my life.
I’ve only recently come to The Village but it
already feels like home. I enjoy the time I get to
spend with everyone I’ve come to meet so far and
can’t wait to get to know everyone even better. To
tell you more about myself, my friends describe
me as a bleeding heart with a bubbly personality. I have a lot of compassion for people and the
world we live in which has led to an interest in
life sciences which I hope to pursue in the near
future. In my free time I enjoy exploration and
the arts, oftentimes going out into the woods to
take pictures of native wildlife and gather inspiration for painting with my watercolors.
Thank you for being a stepping stone in my life
on my path to reach my dreams.
Amber is a community associate at the
IL front desk.
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RECYCLING
ROUNDUP
WANTED:
RECYCLING ZEALOTS
Yes, we need VPS residents who are willing to join the
VPS resident-managed Recycling Committee. The
pay is low and perks are non-existent! However, it’s
the pride in what we do that makes up for the fringe
benefits we don’t receive.
Do you know that diverting recyclable items from
the trash bin saves The Village money? Here’s how
it works. VPS trash is trucked 80 miles to a landfill
by our trash hauler. The cost just for the transportation charge is $170/trip. The cost to dump the trash
in the landfill is $80/ton. Keeping recyclables out of
the trash dumpster reduces the weight of trash; i.e.,
the more we recycle the lower the cost to get rid of
VPS trash. In 2020, VPS recycled 18.78 tons. Do the
math: 18.78 tons X $80/ton = $1,502.40. Toss in two
hauling charges of $170 ($340) and the total savings
equaled $1,842.40. That’s real moolah!
If you are a “true blue” recycler and would like to
serve on the resident-managed Recycling Committee,
give me a call, we can use you.
Jim Tate
Chairman and Doctor (RD),
The Village Recycling Committee

DEALING WITH HEARING LOSS
For a number of years the Reaching Out Committee has
maintained a program on dealing with hearing loss, designed for both those residents directly affected and for
others not so affected but interested in communicating
better with affected residents. Since this program took off
a great many new residents have come to the Village. Many
are unsure about this program; some, I think, don't know it
exists. This article would sum up the program, include the
many changes that have been made over the years, for the
use of all residents.
We maintain a folder current on Hearing Loss and Ways of
Dealing with It. Much important research on this overall
topic is being done and we try to add new information as it
comes in and cull information that has become outdated.
This folder is in the Village Library, on the third floor. The
shelf is second down from the top of the narrow bookcase
close to the large window facing out to the Stadium.
A book, /Mayo Clinic on Better Hearing: Strategies to Restore Hearing, Manage Dizziness, and Much More, by the
hearing experts at the Mayo Clinic, accompanies the folder
on this shelf. We subscribe to the journal /Hearing Health,
/a publication of the Hearing Health Foundation, issued
quarterly; current copies are in the folder. To see earlier
issues, call Philip at 814 234-6943.
Bethany Tessitore, Audiologist at Albrecht Audiology here
in State College, visits the Village regularly to offer presentations in the area of hearing loss and ways of coping with
it. Bethany's presentations include the following topics:
Communication strategies/how to hear better
against background noise
Hearing aid care and maintenance
New technology in hearing aids/ advances in
hearing health care
Accessories for hearing aids/assistive listening devices
to help with the telephone, TV, etc
Tinnitis
Hearing loss and its association with dementia
The monthly Village newsletter gives the date and time of
each presentation.
Bethany Tessitore is also available for specific hearing tests
and advice for improving the quality of hearing aids and
purchasing ones through Albrecht Audiology. The telephone number of Albrecht Audiology is 814 867-4327.
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The Hearing Loss Association of America, Central Pennsylvania, meets on the second Monday of the month at
Foxdale Meeting Room at 7:00 p.m. Philip will appreciate
comments and new information. 814 234-6943

MEET AND
GREET
As has been our tradition, since
The Village first opened, to have
occasional gatherings to introduce
our new residents, we are pleased
to announce that with the relaxing
of recent restrictions we may now
resume this fun event. So please plan
to attend this afternoon gathering
and meet some of your new neighbors, hear their brief greetings, and
then gather informally to enjoy refreshments and engage in your own
informal conversations with our new
friends. 2 PM on Thursday, July 22
in the Community Room. With many
new residents, we will introduce
only half of our new residents list at
this gathering and are, then, planning
to have a second gathering in August.
Your hostess will be Betsy Taylor.

FIRST RESIDENT
CLASS TO ATTEND
CONNECTED LIVING
TRAINING

FLYING MODEL AIRPLANES
When Jerry Gross was six years old he
became interested and active in making
and flying model airplanes. Although in
time he became involved with many other pursuits-Jesuit studies, physics, Shakespeare and English Literature, marriage
and three children-still a lingering love
of model airplanes persisted and followed him ultimately to The Village.
When Don Ace offered Jerry a space in
the woodshop, Jerry was hooked, and
a large yellow winged body with, a red
nose was born. I first saw it resting on the dining room table at the Grass’s
apartment. When the red nose was flipped open a large skein of rubber
strands was lodged and then released, but when Jerry began to explain
the whole operation I realized how difficult and complex it was: physics,
thermodynamics, balance, weight, wind... and a little bit of luck. Jerry has
several other projects in the works: vintage Gollywock and Jabberwock
kits. But the plane which Jerry has named “Simplicity” was made of Jerry’s own imagination and not from a kit. To meet contest requirements,
its weight had to be at least 40 grams, and twisted neatly behind the red
nose was no more than ten grams of rubber strands, which would spin
the propeller.
Jerry scouted around to find a place to fly his plane. He had known for a
long time that clubs existed all over the country but he wanted one close
by. Bingo: the Brooklyn Skyscrapers Model Airplane Club. Established in
1936 it is the oldest club in the country.
Although no members actually live in Brooklyn, it maintains the
title Brooklyn Skyscraper Model Airplane Club; it retains its name for
two reasons: tradition and chutzpah. It is known for being the most
active club in the northeast. It has a vast and excellent membership
and members still travel the country to compete in all flight model
airplane contests.
I met Jerry and Anne late on Sunday afternoon, May 23, just before the
4:00 concert of oboe, bassoon and piano. Jerry had hurried home to
catch the second concert. “How did it go?” I asked, and with the same
look with which he had reached his goal raising money for children’s
lunches by bicycle laps, he smiled and said, “I took second place in both
events I had entered!” Saturday morning, in which four types of models
had competed: towline glider, gas power, rubber, and electric; and Sunday
morning (with increasing wind): large glider, Wakefield, P-30 rubber,
and electric. The contest was called the Hatchek International Challenge.
I saw pictures of the smooth, long “Sod” farm where the participants flew.
There was no medal and no trophy. But there was a great satisfaction in
building, flying, and placing. Hats off to you, Jerry! (On June 12th and
13th Jerry won first place in two different events at the Empire State –
Free Flight Championships held at Geneseo, New York.)
Written by Helen Manfull
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CULINARY
CORNER

REMINDER
To all residents, please keep your apartment at a
comfortable/cool temperature on cleaning day!
Thank you for keeping you cleaning lady cool!

Jim Scott’s
Beautiful Gardens
Summer is in full swing and that means farm fresh
produce. New for the summer of 2021 is a working
relationship between The Village and the student farm
at Penn State. We will be utilizing farm fresh product
grown less than a mile away. The student farm provides
hands on experience and leadership opportunities for
PSU students.
A few informational facts about the student farm
program at Penn State. In a typical year between 20-25
student interns managing farming operations. The
student farm club is a very active student organization
and advocates for the farm and recruits students to
become active on both the farm and club.
Be on the lookout for locally sourced produce such as,
fresh herbs, various tomatoes, cucumbers, assorted
peppers, and zucchini. We will also be featuring some
gourmet items such as, nasturtium blossoms, beet
greens, okra, baby arugula, and celeriac.
The student farm also has a special relationship with
a few residents at the Village. This past fall, Dr. Keiko
Ross generously identified the student farm as a
recipient that has now established an endowment for
the program. The farm is now called the DR. Keiko
Ross student farm at Penn State. Another Village
resident, Dr. Lamattine Hood is currently serving on
the farm staff as an AmeriCorps member. Lam helps
fix things on the farm and helps with the outreach
program associated with the farm.
All parties involve will benefit from this relationship.
The culinary staff is excited to create exciting dishes
utilizing freshly sourced produce. Residents get to
enjoy the bounties of summer time. Most importantly,
the students and staff of the student farm will gain
valuable experience and support the future of
farming in America.
Enjoy,
Matt Lambert
Executive Chef, The Village at Penn State
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PODIATRY
APPOINTMENTS
July 12 Podiatry appointments in the Arts studio.
Contact Amanda from Advanced regional foot and ankle
care to schedule your appointment, 814-225-1418. Let
her know you are calling to schedule an appointment for
The Village at Penn State location. The podiatrist will be
on site the second Monday of every month, appointments
will be scheduled from 12:30-3:30.
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DISPOSE OF
UNUSED
MEDICATION

Do you have unused, unwanted
or expired medications?
Did you know there are several medication drop boxes in the area for disposal of
medications? The drop box information,
locations and hours are posted on a flyer in
the doctor’s office on the bulletin board in
IL. For further questions please contact the
Wellness office.
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ATRIUM NEWS

Morning Coffee Socials
Every morning residents from the Atrium and Personal Care have been gathering for morning coffee
socials. During this time, we have been making crafts, reading the News and Views, listening to the
Golden Oldies, and enjoying time with our friends here at The Village!

BEEP BEEP!
The residents at the Atrium and Personal Care have been spending their weekends going on bus
rides with the Activity staff. From Penn State campus to Colyer Lake, catch The Village residents out
on the town!
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